-Communication situations involving multiple simultaneous talkers are among the most difficult listening conditions, both in normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. -These communication situations frequently involve selectively attending to one of several talkers (selective attention) or simultaneously attending to more than one of the talkers (divided attention). -Older adults may have difficulties with such multiple-talker listening situations due, in part, to their peripheral hearing loss and due, in part, to age-related changes in cognition (including attention). -The present experiments were designed to evaluate potential cues in auditory measures of selective and divided attention using two competing talkers in young, normal-hearing adults. Subsequent reports will include data from elderly hearing-impaired adults.
Procedure: Listeners were presented with two simultaneous CRM sentences in dichotic (both ears) or monotic listening conditions. At 0 dB target-to-masker ratio, CRM sentences were spoken by talkers of the same or different gender and were presented at 90 dB SPL in a random order for a given condition. 4 blocks of 32 trials were presented for each condition and there were a total of 12 conditions in Experiment I and 8 conditions in Experiment II. In all cases, listener's task was to identify the color-number coordinates spoken by the cued (target) talker. If only both color and number were correct, it was counted as the correct.
When young normal-hearing listeners are presented with two-simultaneous talkers: 1) Does identification performance differ when the cue is given before the speech signal (selective attention) versus when the cue is given after the speech (divided attention )?
2) Which cue is more effective in both selective and divided attention: -the spatial cue (ear to which target talker is presented) (Experiment I); -the name cue (call sign spoken by target talker) (Experiment I); or -the voice cue (talker gender) (Experiment II)?
3) Does the pattern of errors reveal the likely source of interference between the two talkers? That is, is there evidence from the error patterns that the observed effects are likely to be either peripheral (energetic) or central ( 
In divided attention conditions, the order of cues by effectiveness:
"Spatial" cue > "Voice" cue > "Name" cue (ear) (gender) (call sign) 2) Error analysis -Most errors occurred by "intrusions" of the masker's color or number coordinate, rather than from among the other color-number alternatives. : This suggests that the underlying process is more likely to be central (cognitive/ attentional), rather than due to peripheral (energetic) masking.
Gender cue conditions (Monotic)
-In divided attention, more errors occurred from non-masker color-number sources even though listeners needed to attend to both target and masker talkers.
2) Error analysis
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